
Community Foundation of the Virgin Islands | Grant Recognition Guidelines 
 
The Community Foundation of the Virgin Islands (CFVI) publicizes our grants through press releases, our website, social 
media, and printed materials. We encourage nonprofit organizations to share photos, videos and stories of grant 
projects with us so we can showcase your good work.  
 
CFVI can help publicize your grant and your activities by:  

● Highlighting interesting grant stories through the cfvi.net website, social media, e-newsletter, and other 
materials 

● Providing acknowledgment language and CFVI logos for your use as needed (see below) 
 
Grant Recipient Responsibilities 
We appreciate an acknowledgment of your grant from CFVI in whatever ways are within your organization’s 
communications capabilities. We encourage you to send us press releases or copies of publications or media coverage 
that mention your grant.  
 
Often, the media is more interested in hearing directly from a nonprofit organization and the people it benefits. If we 
coordinate our efforts, we can be more successful in getting the word out.  
 
Acknowledging Your Grant 
We are pleased to work with your organization to tailor acknowledgment language based on the type of grant support. 
The following is an example of possible acknowledgment language: 
 
This project (or program, or the name of the organization) is/was funded (or funded in part) by a grant from the 
Community Foundation of the Virgin Islands (CFVI).  
 
Please always use “Community Foundation of the Virgin Islands (CFVI)” on the first reference. You may use “CFVI” on 
subsequent references.  
 
Logo Usage  
PLEASE NOTE: As of July 2021, CFVI has a new/refreshed logo. Any use of the previous version should be discontinued.  
We would prefer to review all artwork for any materials that include our logo before they are produced. Please let us 
know your plans so we can help you get the best results. If you are using the logo on the Web, please link it to CFVI’s 
website at cfvi.net. See contact information below to request a logo.  
 
CFVI Description 
If you need a description of CFVI, please use the following:  
Since 1990, the Community Foundation of the Virgin Islands (CFVI) has been a catalyst for positive change in the Territory 
through initiatives committed to youth, learning, family support and the environment. With a professional staff and a 
volunteer Board of Directors composed of community leaders, CFVI is a trusted advocate and supporter of programs that 
ensure opportunity and sustainability for current and future generations. CFVI is a registered non-profit organization 
entirely supported by individual donors, grants, trusts, corporate donations and estate planning. For more information, 
visit cfvi.net. 
 
Contact Information 
If you have any questions about publicizing your grant, would like to submit your press release for review, or request the 
CFVI logo, please contact Sean Liphard, CFVI Communications Manager, at seanl@cfvi.net or 202.770.7535. 
 
Stay in Touch 
We view our relationships with grantees as long-term partnerships. Please add us to your distribution lists for e-
newsletters and other publications (general.info@cfvi.net) and follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn.  
 
Thank you for all your work in supporting our community needs and helping us enrich the quality of life in our beloved Virgin Islands.  
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